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Cloud is supposed to solve some obvious 
problems:

Pay only for what you need and utilize hardware efficiently. 
Datacenter hardware is expensive to buy, house and manage, 

and depreciates in real value quickly. So let someone else own 

and operate it, – then rent it as you need it, exchanging CapEx 

for OpEx. Or build private clouds, whose virtualized capacity 

can be accessed faster, shared securely, and used much more 

efficiently than that of physical servers. Use more than 80% of 

hardware capacity, versus less than 20%.

Scale, make infrastructure redundant, deliver platforms 
and operate them fast under software control. Use 

software-defined resources to deliver platforms on demand 

for development, testing, and production. Dial in as much 

resilience and redundancy as apps require. Scale production 

environments freely as traffic grows.

The basic arguments for cloud are real and strong – now 

more than ever. And advances in cloud software are – at least 

conceptually – making the “infrastructure part” even more of a 

commodity in principle:

Containerized software, packaged with its dependencies, can 

move smoothly (in principle) from dev to test to production 

environments, decoupling applications from server- (or virtual 

machine-) management tasks such as host OS updates, which 

used to routinely break apps in production.

Container orchestration, with basic features available out-of-

box with standard orchestration platforms like Kubernetes and 

Swarm, and extensible by SREs and DevOps, can keep apps 

available, scale them in response to traffic, and recover them 

rapidly in case of disaster.

Everyone’s doing it. Some are doing it wrong. Nobody is doing it fast enough. Here’s a 
short guide to smooth out and speed up your cloud native journey.

The Changing Focus of Cloud 
Economics

Talking about cloud, these days, can be confusing. 
Technologists, analysts, business leaders – all talk 
about cloud in different ways. One group talks about 
“exchanging CapEx for OpEx.” Another about Amazon 
vs. Azure vs. Google. Still another about “containers,” 
“Kubernetes,” “microservices” or “the edge.” It can feel 
like people are having many different conversations.

Because they are. The focus of cloud – and cloud 
economics itself – is changing. Most organizations 
have adopted fundamental cloud technologies, like 
virtualization, and have learned to use various kinds 
of infrastructure-as-a-service. They’ve experimented 
with private clouds and with public ones. Some have 
tried building “hybrid” clouds spanning both kinds of 
environments. And many have gotten their feet wet 
with containers and orchestration technologies like 
Swarm and Kubernetes.

This short paper is aimed at helping businesspeople 
understand the changing modern economics of cloud, 
and challenges faced as their organizations progress 
through stages in an ongoing cloud journey.
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So why isn’t everyone getting big ROI from 
cloud investments? 

Actually realizing dramatic value from cloud investments, however 
– saving lots of money and lots of time, delivering winning 
applications much faster in competitive markets – remains elusive 
for many organizations.

Technical champions are mostly well aware of how you move a 
legacy IT setup and critical (but still mostly monolithic or three-
tier) applications into public or private clouds. The major public 
cloud vendors offer broad menus of infrastructure-as-a-service 
capabilities that let you use software or web interfaces to define 
and allocate compute, storage, and network resources as virtual 
machines, which behave largely like physical machines.

Or you can build a private cloud. Options such as VMware purport 
to offer largely the same IaaS capabilities as AWS or Azure. And so 
does OpenStack – that is, it lets you build a feature-rich IaaS cloud 
on your own hardware, or on hardware you rent from a bare metal 
host such as Equinix (though as open source, OpenStack enables 
this without the risk of lock-in to a proprietary public or private 
cloud architecture).

Technology leaders are also increasingly aware of – and attracted 
to – the value of containerization and orchestration, and of the 
enormous potential (in principle) of sophisticated orchestration 
environments such as Kubernetes to make apps more resilient, 
scalable and maintainable, while (again in principle) lowering 
operations costs.

They also understand the crucial basics of cloud native software 
engineering: stepping away from monolithic design patterns and 
adopting a practice involving, to varying degrees:

•  Breaking up monolithic apps into clusters of simpler (possibly 
one-function) stateless, containerized components that can 
be orchestrated automatically, scaled freely, and updated 
independently from other parts of a running system. This 
is sometimes called a ‘microservice architecture,’ though 
components in the real world aren’t always so micro or single-
function.

•  Building app components to communicate with one another, 
with their execution environment, with supervisory (that is, 
operations and observability) applications, and with the world via 
APIs that are performant, speedy to extend, and easy to secure.

•  Designing components and building automation tooling to 
make application operations simple, error free, and fast; and 
in principle, extending this code to make operations fully 
automatic.

The problem is that doing all this is 
complicated

Building and operating an Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) or 
container cloud that’s dependable, secure, and performs well at 
scale – or using public clouds to provide equivalent infrastructure 
– is conceptually simple, but extremely complicated in practice. 
For many organizations, the effort and expenditure involved in 
climbing the “cloud native ladder”:

For IaaS …
•  (Engineer and) learn to operate your IaaS cloud of choice 

securely at scale
•  Master platform delivery in the IaaS virtual machine 

environment
• Automate all aspects of IaaS platform operations
•  Engineer software development workflows to target the  

IaaS cloud
• Automate IaaS application dev and test
• Automate IaaS application ops

And for Kubernetes …
•  (Engineer and) learn to operate your Kubernetes cloud of 

choice securely at scale
•  Automate Kubernetes operations at the platform level
•  Identify and convert conventional applications and components 

to containerized forms practical to run on Kubernetes
•  Create novel software development workflows for building 

cloud native applications

Involves:
•  A brutally-steep learning curve normally involving training and 

experimentation
•  Finding skilled practitioners (in a historically-unprecedented 

tight market for technologists) and staffing up specifically to 
build and operate functional clouds

•  Changing IT and software development culture from the old “IT 
and Ops” paradigm to the automation/observability/metrics-
intensive model of Platform and Site Reliability Engineering and 
DevOps.

In short, it tends to be hard and slow going, when what you want 
(and what cloud promises and can deliver!) is speed.

The cost of dealing with such complexity can be staggering, and 
worse, it can deform an organization’s grasp of priorities. Cloud is 
supposed to save you time and let you move faster by letting you 
build and control infrastructure with software, so you can focus on 
building apps that make a difference to your business. Why, then, 
are so many people spending so much time operating clouds? 
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And the barriers to cloud native ROI  
are not getting smaller 

Developers now waste 25% of their time operating apps as 
complexity increases. They deal with 25x more services and 
infrastructure resources per application now than they did 
a decade ago. They work with 5x the number of specialized 
tools. Recent informal research by Project Lens suggests 
that developers and operators who work with Kubernetes 
environments could save fully 20% of their productive time, 
simply by stepping away from command-line management and 
using better tools (like Lens) to build and operate Kubernetes 
apps.

The problem is how you operate clouds. Bottom line: you 
shouldn’t.

Get the ROI clouds promise without  
the pain

ZeroOps is a radical rethinking of how agile organizations 
consume services:

•  Your cloud experience should be 100% “as a service.” All 
you deal with, from day to day, is APIs and webUIs.

•  Your cloud is engineered, tested, implemented, scaled, 
updated, and operated by a global team of cloud specialists 
that you don’t need to hire, train, equip, and manage.
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Contact Us

Please contact us to request a quote or learn more about our 
support offerings.

•  You don’t need to hire additional experts, master new 
techniques, build automation, or maintain your cloud.

•  Your developers can quickly onboard and produce value, with 
zero distractions.

•  They have access to a full set of modern operations and 
applications paradigms, supporting infrastructure-as-code, “Shift 
Left” DevOps, “Shift Right” monitoring. 

Your required use-cases are the foundation. The impact of 
ZeroOps comes from intelligent automation and managed services, 
woven together by best-practices and process logic to accelerate 
implementation and remove operational timesucks. You get as-a-
service platforms based on optimal, open source technologies, and 
time and freedom to create business-differentiating value for your 
organization.
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